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a b s t r a c t

The VC dimension measures the complexity of a learning machine, and a low VC dimension leads to
good generalization. While SVMs produce state-of-the-art learning performance, it is well known that
the VC dimension of a SVM can be unbounded; despite good results in practice, there is no guarantee of
good generalization. In this paper, we show how to learn a hyperplane classifier by minimizing an exact,
or Θ bound on its VC dimension. The proposed approach, termed as the Minimal Complexity Machine
(MCM), involves solving a simple linear programming problem. Experimental results show, that on a
number of benchmark datasets, the proposed approach learns classifiers with error rates much less than
conventional SVMs, while often using fewer support vectors. On many benchmark datasets, the number
of support vectors is less than one-tenth the number used by SVMs, indicating that the MCM does
indeed learn simpler representations.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Support vector machines are amongst the most widely used
machine learning techniques today. The classical SVM [1] has
evolved into a multitude of diverse formulations with different
properties. The most commonly used variants are the maximum
margin L1 norm SVM [1], and the least squares SVM (LSSVM) [2],
both of which require the solution of a quadratic programming
problem. In the last few years, SVMs have been applied to a
number of applications to obtain cutting edge performance; novel
uses have also been devised, where their utility has been amply
demonstrated [3–24]. SVMs were motivated by the celebrated
work of Vapnik and his colleagues on generalization, and the
complexity of learning. It is well known that the capacity of a
learning machine can be measured by its Vapnik–Chervonenkis
(VC) dimension. The VC dimension can be used to estimate a
probabilistic upper bound on the test set error of a classifier. A
small VC dimension leads to good generalization and low error
rates on test data.

In his widely read tutorial, Burges [25] states that SVMs can
have a very large VC dimension, and that “at present there exists no
theory which shows that good generalization performance is guar-
anteed for SVMs”. This paper shows how to learn a classifier with
large margin, by minimizing an exact (Θ) bound on the VC

dimension. In other words, the proposed objective linearly bounds
the VC dimension from both above and below. We show that this
leads to a simple linear programming problem. This approach is
generic, and it suggests numerous variants that can be derived
from it – as has been done for SVMs. Experimental results
provided in the sequel show that the proposed Minimal Complex-
ity Machine outperforms conventional SVMs in terms of test set
accuracy, while often using far fewer support vectors. That the
approach minimizes the machine capacity may be gauged from
the fact that on many datasets, the MCM yields better test set
accuracy while using less than 1=10�th the number of support
vectors obtained by SVMs.

The motivation for the MCM originates from some sterling
work on generalization [26–29]. We restrict our attention in this
paper to a given binary classification dataset for which a hyper-
plane classifier needs to be learnt. Consider such a binary classi-
fication problem with data points xi; i¼ 1;2;…;M, and where
samples of class þ1 and �1 are associated with labels yi¼1 and
yi ¼ �1, respectively. We assume that the dimension of the input
samples is n, i.e. xi ¼ ðxi1; xi2;…; xinÞT . For the set of all gap tolerant
hyperplane classifiers with margin dZdmin, Vapnik [28] showed
that the VC dimension γ is bounded by

γr1þmin
R2

d2min

;n

 !
ð1Þ

where R denotes the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing all the
training samples. Burges, in [25], stated that “the above arguments
strongly suggest that algorithms that minimize R2=d2 can be expected
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to give better generalization performance. Further evidence for this is
found in the following theorem of (Vapnik, 1998), which we quote
without proof”. We follow this line of argument and show, through
a constructive result, that this is indeed the case.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
outlines the proposed optimization problem for a linear hyper-
plane classifier in the input space. Section 3 discusses the exten-
sion of the Minimum Complexity Machine to the kernel case.
Section 4 is devoted to a discussion of results obtained on selected
benchmark datasets. Section 5 contains concluding remarks. In
Appendix A, we derive an exact bound for the VC dimension of a
hyperplane classifier. Appendix B deals with the formulation of the
hard margin MCM.

2. The Linear Minimal Complexity Machine

We first consider the case of a linearly separable dataset. By
definition, there exists a hyperplane that can classify these points
with zero error. Let the separating hyperplane be given by

uTxþv¼ 0: ð2Þ
Let us denote

h¼maxi ¼ 1;2;…;M JuTxiþvJ
mini ¼ 1;2;…;M JuTxiþvJ

: ð3Þ

In Appendix A, we show that h may also be written as

h¼maxi ¼ 1;2;…;M yiðuTxiþvÞ
mini ¼ 1;2;…;M yiðuTxiþvÞ ; ð4Þ

and we show that there exist constants α; β40, α; βAR such that

αh2rγrβh2; ð5Þ
or, in other words, h2 constitutes a tight or exact (θ) bound on the
VC dimension γ. An exact bound implies that h2 and γ are close to
each other.

Therefore, the machine capacity can be minimized by keeping
h2 as small as possible. Since the square function ð�Þ2 is mono-
tonically increasing, we can minimize h instead of h2. We now
formulate an optimization problem that tries to find the classifier
with smallest machine capacity that classifies all training points of
the linearly separable dataset correctly; this problem is given by

minimize
u;v

h¼maxi ¼ 1;2;…;M yiðuTxiþvÞ
mini ¼ 1;2;…;M yiðuTxiþvÞ ð6Þ

Note that in deriving the exact bound in Appendix A, we
assumed that the separating hyperplane uTxþv¼ 0 correctly
separates the linearly separable training points; consequently, no
other constraints are present in the optimization problem (6).

In Appendix B, we show that the optimization problem (6) may
be reduced to the problem

min
w;b;h

h ð7Þ

hZyi � ½wTxiþb�; i¼ 1;2;…;M ð8Þ

yi � ½wTxiþb�Z1; i¼ 1;2;…;M; ð9Þ
where wARn, and b;hAR. We refer to the problem (7)–(9) as the
hard margin Linear Minimum Complexity Machine (Linear MCM).

Note that the variable h in (7) and that in (5) refer to the same
functional. By minimizing h in (7), we are minimizing an exact
bound on γ, the VC dimension of the classifier. Once w and b have
been determined by solving (7)–(9), the class of a test sample x
may be determined from the sign of the discriminant function

f ðxÞ ¼wTxþb ð10Þ

In general, datasets will not be linearly separable. The soft
margin equivalent of the MCM is obtained by introducing addi-
tional slack variables, and is given by

min
w;b;h

hþC � ∑
M

i ¼ 1
qi ð11Þ

hZyi � ½wTxiþb�þqi; i¼ 1;2;…;M ð12Þ

yi � ½wTxiþb�þqiZ1; i¼ 1;2;…;M ð13Þ

qiZ0; i¼ 1;2;…;M: ð14Þ
Here, the choice of C allows a tradeoff between the complexity
(machine capacity) of the classifier and the classification error.

Once w and b have been determined, the class of a test sample
x may be determined as before by using the sign of f (x) in (10). In
the sequel, we show how to extend the idea to nonlinearly
separable datasets.

3. The kernel MCM

We consider a map ϕðxÞ that maps the input samples from Rn

to Rl, where l4n. The separating hyperplane in the image space is
given by

uTϕðxÞþv¼ 0: ð15Þ
Following (11)–(13), the corresponding optimization problem

for the kernel MCM may be shown to be

min
w;b;h;q

hþC � ∑
M

i ¼ 1
qi ð16Þ

hZyi � ½wTϕðxiÞþb�þqi; i¼ 1;2;…;M ð17Þ

yi � ½wTϕðxiÞþb�þqiZ1; i¼ 1;2;…;M ð18Þ

qiZ0; i¼ 1;2;…;M: ð19Þ
The image vectors ϕðxiÞ; i¼ 1;2;…;M form an overcomplete

basis in the empirical feature space, in which w also lies. Hence,
we can write

w¼ ∑
M

j ¼ 1
λjϕðxjÞ: ð20Þ

Therefore,

wTϕðxiÞþb¼ ∑
M

j ¼ 1
λjϕðxjÞTϕðxiÞþb¼ ∑

M

j ¼ 1
λjKðxi; xjÞþb; ð21Þ

where Kðp; qÞ denotes the Kernel function with input vectors p and
q, and is defined as

Kðp; qÞ ¼ ϕðpÞTϕðqÞ: ð22Þ
Substituting (21) into (16)–(18), we obtain the following

optimization problem:

min
w;b;h;q

hþC � ∑
M

i ¼ 1
qi ð23Þ

hZyi � ∑
M

j ¼ 1
λjKðxi; xjÞþb

" #
þqi; i¼ 1;2;…;M ð24Þ

yi � ∑
M

j ¼ 1
λjKðxi; xjÞþb

" #
þqiZ1; i¼ 1;2;…;M ð25Þ

qiZ0; i¼ 1;2;…;M: ð26Þ
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Once the variables λj; j¼ 1;2;…;M, and b are obtained, the class
of a test point x can be determined by evaluating the sign of

f ðxÞ ¼wTϕðxÞþb¼ ∑
M

j ¼ 1
λjKðx; xjÞþb: ð27Þ

Note that in (20), the ϕðxjÞ's for which the corresponding λj's are
non-zero constitute the support of the vector w. Hence, ϕðxjÞ's for
which the λj's are non-zero may be termed as support vectors. The
maximum number of support vectors is the number of training
samples M, as in the case of the SVM.

4. Experimental results

The MCM was coded in MATLAB [30]. Fig. 1 provides a
flowchart illustrating the MCM implementation; as may be seen,
we use the linprog function in MATLAB to solve the optimization
problem comprising the MCM.

In order to compare the MCM with SVMs, we chose a number of
benchmark datasets from the UCI machine learning repository [31].
Table 1 summarizes information about the number of samples and
features of each dataset. Some of the benchmark datasets are multi-
class ones. These have been learnt by adopting a one-versus-rest
approach. Accuracies, CPU times, and the number of support vectors
have been averaged across all the classifiers learnt in a one-versus-rest
approach.

Table 2 summarizes five fold cross validation results of the
linear MCM on the datasets listed in Table 1. Accuracies are
indicated as mean7standard deviation, computed over the five
folds. The table compares the linear MCM with the SVM using a
linear kernel. Note that the MCM solves the primal problem and
not the dual. The linear SVM is solved using the dual, by using a
linear kernel. This is done because the SVM primal is numerically

less attractive owing to the ill conditioning of the Hessian. Hence,
there is a subtle difference between a linear MCM and a SVM
(linear kernel). The values of C were determined for the MCM by
performing a grid search; tuning C carefully is important for the
MCM. The table also provides a comparison between the CPU
times taken by the SVM and the MCM. For the implementation of
the SVM, we use a small MATLAB code that solves the quadratic
programming dual form of the classical L1 norm SVM by calling the
quadprog command in MATLAB. This has been done to enable a
comparison of the CPU times taken by the MCM and the SVM.
Faster implementations based on the active set methods are
possible for the MCM; such methods exist for the SVM and include
Platt's SMO [32] and the 1SMO algorithm [33].

Table 3 summarizes five fold cross validation results of the
kernel MCM on a number of datasets. A Gaussian or Radial Basis
Function (RBF) kernel was chosen for both the MCM and the SVM.
The width of the MCM Gaussian kernel and the value of C were
chosen by using a grid search.

The table shows test set accuracies and the number of support
vectors for both the kernel MCM, and the classical SVM with a
Gaussian kernel. The results indicate that the kernel MCM yields
better generalization than the SVM. In the case of kernel classifica-
tion, the MCM uses fewer support vectors, generally about one-
third the number used by SVMs. In the case of many of the
datasets, the MCM uses less than one-tenth the number of support
vectors required by a SVM. The code for the MCM classifier would
be available from the author's website. The large difference with
the SVM results indicates that despite good performance, SVM
solutions may still be far from optimal. Vapnik [1] showed that

EðPerrorÞrEð#support vectorsÞ
#training samples

; ð28Þ

where EðPerrorÞ denotes the expected error on test samples taken from
the general distribution, #training samples denotes the number of
training samples, and E(# support vectors) denotes the expected
number of support vectors obtained on training sets of the same size.
Although the bound was shown for linearly separable datasets, it does
indicate that the number of support vectors is also related to the
prediction error. An examination of the table indicates that theFig. 1. Illustration of the MATLAB flowchart for the MCM code.

Table 1
Characteristics of the benchmark datasets used.

Dataset Size (samples� features� classes)

Blogger 100�6�2
Fertility diagnosis 100�9�2
Promoters 106�57�2
Echocardiogram 132�12�2
Teaching assistant 151�5�3
Hepatitis 155�19�2
Hayes 160�5�3
Plrx 182�12�2
Seed 210�7�3
Glass 214�10�6
Heartstatlog 270�13�2
Horsecolic 300�27�2
Haberman 306�3�2
Ecoli 336�8�3
House voters 435�16�2
Wholesale customer 440�8�2
IPLD 583�10�2
Balance 625�4�3
Australian 690�14�2
Crx 690�15�2
Transfusion 748�5�2
Tic tac toe 958�9�2
Sorlie 85�456�2
Secom 1567�591�2
Tian 173�12626�2
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proposed approach shows a lower test set error, and also uses a
smaller number of support vectors.

Table 4 shows the values of h for the linear MCM and the kernel
MCM on the benchmark datasets. The values have been indicated as
mean7standard deviation, computed over the five folds in a five-

fold cross validation setting. Note that h2 is an exact bound on the VC
dimension γ, and thus an approximate measure of the capacity of the
learning machine. The table indicates that the values of h for the
kernel MCM are generally smaller than that for the linear MCM. This
also reflects the better generalization achieved by the kernel MCM.

Table 2
Linear MCM results.

Datasets Linear MCM Linear SVM

Accuracy Time (s) Accuracy Time (s)

Blogger 69.00717.15 0.001276.64e�5 58.00720.40 6.1772.51
Fertility diagnosis 88.0079.27 0.001375.27e�5 86.0079.01 8.1271.47
Promoters 74.08710.88 0.001474.53e�5 67.78710.97 0.8570.03
Echocardiogram 90.8875.75 0.001474.62e�5 86.3874.50 0.7270.36
Teaching assistant 66.2776.77 0.001373.46e�5 64.9476.56 16.0774.17
Hepatitis 68.3876.26 0.001473.82e�5 60.6477.19 1.9070.56
Hayes 76.3279.25 0.001272.73e�5 73.5677.73 7.1973.81
Plrx 71.8377.49 0.001573.37e�5 71.4277.37 4.3570.78
Seed 97.6171.51 0.001573.97e�5 90.9574.09 12.3774.51
Glass 99.0671.16 0.004275.56e�3 98.1271.75 11.8373.44
Heartstatlog 84.8173.87 0.001871.47e�5 82.5972.22 9.4374.25
Horsecolic 81.0074.03 0.002177.17e�5 80.2674.63 41.39713.93
Haberman 73.8973.71 0.001974.34e�5 72.5673.73 13.7476.63
Ecoli 96.7371.96 0.002371.3e�4 96.7371.96 18.4172.57
House voters 95.6371.84 0.003171.87e�4 94.4872.46 15.7772.19
Wholesale customer 92.2671.97 0.003371.07e4 91.1371.95 32.1178.29
IPLD 71.3572.93 0.006574e�5 71.3572.93 12.3078.26
Balance 95.2671.02 0.007771.3e�3 95.2071.01 8.3771.03
Australian 85.7372.04 0.007679.75e�5 84.4971.18 407.977167.73
Crx 69.5672.79 0.009571.36e�3 67.7973.47 498.04735.22
Transfusion 78.1973.25 0.008278.21e�4 77.1372.26 173.06744.12
Tic tac toe 74.2275.50 0.03874.9e�2 73.9176.11 24.1376.81
Sorliea 94.08471.54 0.16570.15 90.1972.47 187.5071.37
Secoma 87.8771.88 957.00787.29 86.0470.82 6359.78715.93
Tiana 81.7171.43 1.3970.67 80.9271.39 7832.7676.31

a Marked datasets were run on shared computing platforms, and compute times may not be representative.

Table 3
Kernel MCM results.

Datasets Kernel MCM Kernel SVM

Accuracy CPU time (s) #SV Accuracy CPU time (s) #SV

Blogger 88.0074.00 0.3270.03 22.2075.91 81.00710.20 2573749.2 51.2073.06
Fertility diagnosis 89.0072.00 0.1870.09 9.80719.60 88.0079.27 8.0371.95 38.2071.60
Promoters 84.9371.56 0.4570.39 82.4072.73 75.5977.63 4.4071.33 83.8070.98
Echocardiogram 89.3474.57 0.3170.01 12.0070.00 87.1477.27 8.5871.91 48.0072.10
Teaching assistant 74.8372.60 0.3970.13 26.60732.43 68.8876.48 41927162 86.0073.22
Hepatitis 85.8078.31 0.4470.02 20.0070.00 82.5776.32 356174392 72.2074.31
Hayes 81.8277.28 0.3170.05 3.2371.11 79.5776.60 1427754.7 84.2072.04
Plrx 71.9975.81 0.4170.10 4.4078.80 71.4176.04 144.2175816 116.276.14
Seed 97.1370.95 0.7970.01 11.2075.71 91.9072.86 3362785.1 51.8071.72
Glass 96.2372.77 1.6970.50 36.00711.49 90.6475.09 20 4757832 64.8072.40
Heartstatlog 84.4473.21 1.3270.76 1072.23 83.771.54 15477324.52 124.674.15
Horsecolic 82.3374.03 3.8472.31 36.60717.70 81.3374.14 13 26772646 187.273.27
Haberman 73.4973.85 1.2370.32 8.5077.00 72.8173.51 20877750 138.273.27
Ecoli 97.3271.73 3.4770.30 24.0071.41 96.4272.92 11 8297248 57.0074.65
House voters 95.8771.16 4.2470.83 17.8078.91 95.4272.04 88277349 93.6073.93
Wholesale customer 92.7271.54 7.3170.93 39.00710.64 90.9071.90 92437362 123.4072.15
IPLD 72.0373.20 4.0675.02 23.40730.50 70.1572.24 97437322 311.6075.31
Balance 97.6471.32 8.7871.32 14.6070.49 97.6070.51 15 4427651 143.0074.23
Australian 85.6572.77 103.45718.04 108.8071.60 84.3173.01 94 20774476 244.874.64
Crx 69.5672.90 5.9572.55 3.4076.80 69.2772.62 19 32775841 404.478.69
Transfusion 77.0072.84 7.0870.69 6.0073.52 76.7372.88 18 25471531 302.2077.55
Tic tac toe 98.3270.89 12.5570.56 10.0070.00 93.9472.10 18 6747973 482.6073.93
Sorliea 98.8272.35 0.4470.15 5074.77 97.64472.88 78.6379.81 68.9573.72
Secoma 94.1172.23 1521775.5 382.8744.23 92.2970.82 38 769.2578.87 593.2717.22
Tiana 97.0973.83 2.0570.199 70.473.26 95.18874.26 88.9773.26 75.671.01

a Marked datasets were run on shared computing platforms, and compute times may not be representative.
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5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a way to build a hyperplane classifier,
termed as the Minimal Complexity Machine (MCM), that attempts
to minimize a bound on the VC dimension. The classifier can be
found by solving a linear programming problem. Experimental
results show that the learnt classifier outperforms the classical
SVM in terms of generalization accuracies on a number of selected
benchmark datasets. At the same time, the number of support
vectors is less, often by a substantial factor. It has not escaped our
attention that the proposed approach can be extended to least
squares classifiers, as well as to tasks such as regression; in fact, a
large number of variants of SVMs can be re-examined with the
objective of minimizing the VC dimension.
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Appendix A. An exact bound on the VC dimension γ

We derive an exact or tight (Y) bound on the VC dimension γ.
Vapnik [28] showed that the VC dimension γ for fat margin
hyperplane classifiers with margin dZdmin satisfies

γr1þmin
R2

d2min

;n

 !
ðA:1Þ

where R denotes the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing all the
training samples. We first consider the case of a linearly separable
dataset. By definition, there exists a hyperplane uTxþv¼ 0 with
positive margin d that can classify these points with zero error. We

can always choose dmin ¼ d; for all further discussion we assume
that this is the case. Without loss of generality, we consider
hyperplanes passing through the origin. To see that this is possible,
we augment the co-ordinates of all samples with an additional
dimension or feature whose value is always 1, i.e. the samples are
given by x̂i’fxi;1g; i¼ 1;2;…;M; also, we assume that the weight
vector is (nþ1)-dimensional, i.e. û’fu; vg.

Then, the margin, which is the distance of the closest point
from the hyperplane, is given by

d¼ min
i ¼ 1;2;…M

J ûT x̂i J
J û J

ðA:2Þ

R
d
¼ maxi ¼ 1;2;…M J x̂i J

mini ¼ 1;2;…M
J ûT x̂i J

J û J

¼ maxi ¼ 1;2;…M J û J J x̂i J

mini ¼ 1;2;…M J ûT x̂i J
ðA:3Þ

From the Cauchy–Schwarz inequality, we have

J ûT x̂i Jr J û J J x̂i J ðA:4Þ

⟹ max
i ¼ 1;2;…;M

J ûT x̂i Jr max
i ¼ 1;2;…;M

J û J J x̂i J ðA:5Þ

Therefore, from (A.3), we have

maxi ¼ 1;2;…;M J ûT x̂i J

mini ¼ 1;2;…;M J ûT x̂i J
rR

d
ðA:6Þ

or, in terms of the original variables u and v,

maxi ¼ 1;2;…;M JuTxiþvJ
mini ¼ 1;2;…;M JuTxiþvJ

rR
d

ðA:7Þ

Denoting

h¼maxi ¼ 1;2;…;M JuTxiþvJ
mini ¼ 1;2;…;M JuTxiþvJ

; ðA:8Þ

we can write

hrR
d
; ðA:9Þ

⟹h2r R
d

� �2

o1þ R
d

� �2

: ðA:10Þ

Assuming that the dimension n of the data samples is sufficiently
large, we have, from (1),

γr1þ R
d

� �2

: ðA:11Þ

Hence, (βAR, β40, such that

γrβh2: ðA:12Þ
We also note that

h2Z1; ðA:13Þ
the minimum being achieved when all samples are equidistant
from the separating hyperplane.

Also note that the VC dimension γ satisfies

γZ1: ðA:14Þ
In short, both h2 and γ have the same lower and upper bounds,

i.e. they are of the same order. Therefore, from (A.12)–(A.14), we
note that there exist constants α; β40, α; βAR such that

αh2rγrβh2; ðA:15Þ
or, in other words, h2 constitutes a tight or exact (θ) bound on the
VC dimension γ.

Table 4
Values of h for the linear and the kernel MCM.

Datasets Kernel MCM h Linear MCM h

Blogger 3.7371.90 2.5370.78
Fertility diagnosis 1.0070.00 2.7271.56
Promoters 1.0070.00 35.77718.58
Echocardiogram 8.0072.94 35.76718.58
Seed 8.3274.50 9.4673.28
Hepatitis 3.0271.49 2.0271.32
Teaching assistant 1.3870.47 2.1270.94
Plrx 1.0070.00 1.0070.00
Hayes 3.2371.11 5.0070.00
Glass 8.8077.96 13.6473.32
Heartstatlog 2.1271.87 3.7971.08
Horsecolic 1.2070.40 1.0070.00
Haberman 1.1870.24 1.0670.07
Ecoli 2.4171.02 4.8571.93
House voters 4.2470.83 4.4174.21
Wholesale customer 2.3670.97 19.7976.55
IPLD 6.4673.22 1.0070.00
Balance 8.7377.21 16.6070.80
Australian 1.0070.00 1.8670.43
Crx 1.0070.00 1.0070.00
Transfusion 2.0771.36 1.5770.71
Tic tac toe 1.5270.06 3.0771.04
Sorlie 1.0070.00 1.1270.17
Secom 8.3270.71 1.0070.00
Tian 1.2570.27 5.3172.26
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Since the dataset has been assumed to be linearly separable, we
have

uTxiþvZ0 if yi ¼ 1 ðClass 1 pointsÞ ðA:16Þ

uTxiþvr0 if yi ¼ �1 ðClass �1 pointsÞ ðA:17Þ
We also have

JuTxiþvJ ¼ uTxiþv if uTxiþvZ0
�ðuTxiþvÞ if uTxiþvr0

(
ðA:18Þ

Therefore, from (A.16)–(A.18), we can write

JuTxiþvJ ¼ yi � ½uTxiþv�; i¼ 1;2;…;M: ðA:19Þ
Therefore,

h¼maxi ¼ 1;2;…;M yiðuTxiþvÞ
mini ¼ 1;2;…;M yiðuTxiþvÞ : ðA:20Þ

Appendix B. The hard margin MCM formulation

In this appendix, we derive the hard margin MCM formulation
in the input space. We begin with the optimization problem in (6),
which was obtained from the exact bound on γ derived in
Appendix A. In deriving the exact bound in Appendix A, we
assumed that the separating hyperplane uTxþv¼ 0 correctly
separates the linearly separable training points; hence, no other
constraints are present in the optimization problem (6). For the
convenience of the reader, (6) [also (A.20)] is reproduced as

minimize
u;v

h¼maxi ¼ 1;2;…;M yiðuTxiþvÞ
mini ¼ 1;2;…;M yiðuTxiþvÞ

The problem (6) may be rewritten as

min
u;v;g;l

g
l

ðB:1Þ

gZyi � ½uTxiþv�; i¼ 1;2;…;M ðB:2Þ

lryi � ½uTxiþv�; i¼ 1;2;…;M ðB:3Þ
This is a linear fractional programming problem [34]. We

apply the Charnes–Cooper transformation [see 34, p. 463]. This
consists of introducing a variable p¼ 1=l, which we substitute
into (B.1)–(B.3) to obtain

min
u;v;g;p;l

h¼ g � p ðB:4Þ

g � pZyi � ½p � uTxiþp � v�; i¼ 1;2;…;M ðB:5Þ

l � pryi � ½p � uTxiþp � v�; i¼ 1;2;…;M ðB:6Þ

p � l¼ 1 ðB:7Þ
Denoting w� p � u, b� p � v, and noting that p � l¼ 1, we obtain

the following optimization problem:

min
w;b;h

h ðB:8Þ

hZyi � ½wTxiþb�; i¼ 1;2;…;M ðB:9Þ

1ryi � ½wTxiþb�; i¼ 1;2;…;M ðB:10Þ
which may be written as

min
w;b;h

h ðB:11Þ

hZyi � ½wTxiþb�; i¼ 1;2;…;M ðB:12Þ

yi � ½wTxiþb�Z1; i¼ 1;2;…;M ðB:13Þ

We refer to the problem (B.11)–(B.13) as the hard margin Linear
Minimum Complexity Machine (Linear MCM). Note that h2 is an
exact bound on γ, the VC dimension of the classifier.
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